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Abstract. This contribution presents the extension of the existing ScrumTime 
tool to support usability mechanisms that has been done. The presented tool is 
used to manage agile projects. The extension increases the features of 
ScrumTime to define user stories through usability mechanisms selection, 
acceptance criteria definition and recommendation about usability tasks, 
acceptance criteria and usability stories. The tool is available to be tested. 
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1. Motivation and background 

During the last few years, the integration and cross pollination between usability 
and agile practices have been a rapidly expanding area of work and research. One of 
the premises of this line of work is that usability is a critical quality factor and needs 
to be dealt with during agile development to provide a quality user experience. Both 
the HCI and agile communities agree on this point. On the HCI side, for example, 
Nielsen [1] states that an agile development team must recognize interaction design 
and usability methods as explicit methodology development components, whereas, on 
the agile side, Ambler [2] claims that an end product’s good usability can be ensured 
only by systematic usability engineering activities during development iterations.  

There are many tools to support agile management projects either open source ( 
Agilefant, IceScrum, Agilo, Scrumtime, …) or proprietary (Microsoft Team 
Foundation Server, IBM Jazz), but none has any specific features to deal with 
usability concerns. 

Agile practices, addressed by the Agile Manifesto [3], pay special attention to 
human interaction, group management, customer collaboration and responding to 
change. Under this umbrella, the most of agile methodologies shares two common 
bases: iterative development and requirements specification using user stories. As a 
consequence of being iterative, the software product is developed in iterations 
tackling incremental functionality. Iterations consider either functional or non 
functional requirements. The agile artifact to represent product requirements is User 
Stories. A User story describes those products features that are expected by users 
concerning both functional and non functional issues[4]. User stories are 
characterized by three types of information: explanation (identification, name, 
description and priority), task enumeration and acceptance criteria. The task 
enumeration refers to activities that have to be done to carry out the user story. 
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We have worked on the functional usability recommendations proposed in [5], that 
is, usability heuristics with key benefits (according to the usability literature) and with 
strong design implications, according to the software engineering literature. Table 1 
provides an overview. 

Table 1.  Usability mechanisms addressed 
Usability Mechanism Goal 

System Status  To inform users about the internal status of the system 
Warning  To inform users of any action with important consequences 
Long Action Feedback  To inform users that the system is processing an action that will take 

some time to complete 
Global Undo  To undo system actions at several levels 
Abort Operation  To cancel the execution of an action or the whole application 
Abort Command To cancel the execution of a task in progress 
Go Back  To go back to a particular state in a command execution sequence 
Structured Text Entry   To help prevent the user from making data input errors 
Step-by-Step Execution 
 

To help users to do tasks that require different steps with user input 
and correct such input 

Preferences  To record each user's options for using system functions 
Favorites  To record certain places of interest for the user 
Multilevel Help  To provide different help levels for different users 

Whether the sources of this information are customers/users, developers, usability 
experts or usability elicitation guidelines [5], such information may, from an agile 
perspective, require new user stories and/or modifications to the original functional 
stories (new acceptance criteria, new tasks…). We consider that this type of usability 
information should be somehow represented or documented as part of user stories, so 
they can be properly estimated and implemented.  

2. Tool description 

This section first presents the main features of 
ScrumTime before the extension, and the new 
ones that have been added to support usability 
mechanisms when creating user stories. 

Scrum Time is a web-based Scrum project 
management tool. This tool is intended to be intuitive, flexible, and extensible. It 
supports the following features: multi-project, backlog maintenance operations, sprint 
definition, project schedule and burn down charting. It is available at 
http://demo.scrumtime.com. User: demo Password: demo123. This version of 
ScrumTime has neither usability support or acceptance criteria to user stories. Fig. 1 
shows the tool dashboard. 

To support the inclusion of usability mechanisms into user stories, we have 
modified an open source tool for managing user stories (ScrumTime 
http://www.scrumtime.org/). The resultant tool is available at 
http://scrumtime.eui.upm.es. The main features added to this new version of 
ScumTime are: 

 The user story template has been completely re-structured to include the list 
of usability mechanisms available as checkbox items to be associated with 
each user story. Fig. 2 depicts the user story description template. 

Fig. 1 Scrumtime dashboard. 
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Fig. 2 User story description with usability features.  

 
 A list of usability affected tasks: when a usability mechanism has been 

selected for a user story, recommendations about new tasks to be added (or 
the modifications to existing tasks) as a result of including this mechanism 
are displayed in the task panel as it is shown in Fig. 3.  

 
Fig. 3 User story tasks. 

 
 A list of usability affected acceptance criteria: when a usability mechanism 

has been selected for a user story, the new criteria (or changes to existing 
criteria) to be taken into account to check that the implementation covers the 
usability features are displayed in the acceptance criteria panel. See Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4 User story acceptance criteria with usability. 

 Usability story: when a usability mechanism has been selected for a user 
story and this mechanism requires the creation of a usability story, the 
usability story is automatically added to the product backlog. See Fig. 5 
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Fig. 5 Usability and related stories. 
 Help functionality: examples on how to add usability tasks and acceptance 

criteria for each usability feature are provided through new help 
functionality.  

 
The tool is under validation. It has been tested by UPM software engineering 

master students, all of whom have 2 to 4 years experience as software practitioners. 
As part of their master’s thesis, they developed a real application using our tool for 
creating and documenting user stories. The description of the process to deal usability 
features using the tool is presented in [6]. 

3.   Conclusion 

We map the main usability mechanisms and their implications for user stories and 
also introduce a tool that captures the usability knowledge related to such 
implications. The approach is still undergoing validation, but preliminary results 
suggest that the workload for incorporating particular usability mechanisms using the 
stored usability knowledge leads is reasonably acceptable.  
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Abstract. Agile teams have to address usability to properly catch their users 
experience. But like in traditional software development, this task is not easy to 
achieve; there exists an interesting debate in the agile and usability 
communities about how to deal with this integration. In this paper we try to 
contribute to this debate by discussing the incorporation of particular usability 
recommendations into one of the most popular artifacts for communicating 
agile requirements, user stories. We discuss about the changes the incorporation 
of particular usability issues may introduce in a user story, and describe a tool 
that helps the agile team to deal with such usability issues during the 
specification of user stories. Some encouraging results about preliminary 
validation are also presented in the paper.  
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1   Motivation 

During the last few years, the integration and cross pollination between usability 
and agile practices have been a rapidly expanding area of work and research. One of 
the premises of this line of work is that usability is a critical quality factor and needs 
to be dealt with during agile development in order to provide a quality user 
experience. Both the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and agile communities 
agree on this point. On the HCI side, for example, Nielsen [1] states that an agile 
development team must recognize interaction design and usability methods as explicit 
methodology development components, whereas, on the agile side, Ambler [2] claims 
that an end product’s good usability can be ensured only by systematic usability 
engineering activities during development iterations.  

This is not, however, a straightforward process. Different authors have highlighted 
challenges that need to be overcome if both fields want to work together. Differences 
in terminology (Ferreira et al. [3]), goals (Lee [4]) and approaches to software 
construction (Desilets [5]) are some of the most often cited obstacles to this 
integration. 

Nonetheless, several topics dealing with this road to integration are under debate. 
At the organizational level, there is an interesting discussion about how the user 
experience (UX) team should work with the agile team (Ferreira et al. [6]). Another 
interesting line of work addresses when UX design should take place in an agile 
process (Constantine [7]) and Cooper [8], [9, 10, 11]. 
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